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Fund Objective
The Fund aims to achieve capital growth over the medium to longer term which is in excess of that of 
the UK equity market average.

Investment Strategy
The Fund will seek to achieve its objective through investments primarily in UK equities, through shares 
and units of collective investment schemes such as unit trusts, open-ended investment companies 
(OEICs) and other UCITS funds, closed-ended schemes and individual stocks. Foreign currency exposure 
may be hedged back into pounds sterling. The Fund may also invest, at the authorised corporate 
director’s discretion, in other transferable securities and collective investment schemes, money market 
instruments, cash and near cash and deposits to meet the investment objective.

Market Commentary for December 2017
Equities enjoyed a strong December to top off a good year for this asset class. The big news was the 
passing of tax reform in the US. The cut in corporation tax from 35% to 21% moves the US closer to 
the global average. It was also a business friendly move that’s likely to benefit medium and smaller 
companies the most. Larger, more global companies have been able to lower their effective rate of tax 
over the years through careful tax planning and holding cash overseas.

The reform is also offering businesses a ‘tax holiday’ through a one-off repatriation tax. Companies will 
be taxed at an attractive rate of 16% on any overseas profits brought back into the country. It is hoped 
they will bring cash back into the US for reinvestment or share buy backs – both positives for markets. 
Previous tax holidays have brought significant sums back into the US and it is hoped this will do the same.

There will also be a tax cut for the majority of households, although higher earners have been favoured. 
The tax cut offers a potential boost to consumption, a key driver of the US economy. The US Federal 
Reserve (Fed) will be keeping a close eye on the inflationary potential of this reform. It will have to decide 
whether to let the economy overheat a little or raise interest rates faster than currently planned.

Brexit negotiations moved on with the three key sticking points seemingly being resolved: the divorce 
settlement bill, rights of European Union citizens, and the Irish border. Discussions can now move onto 
trade and discussions about the type of agreement the UK wants. There was talk of a transition period, 
which will be welcomed by business, and would take some of the time pressure off. All eyes will be on the 
next round of negotiations.

Equity markets reached new highs in December, making it likely that investors would be looking out for a 
correction. Some commentators feel the bubble is about to burst. Others believe there is the potential for 
prices to continue rising on a wave of positive investor sentiment, rather than any improvements in the 
fundamental underlying factors that affect share price performance. Both views set out an expectation 
of a market correction at some stage in the near future.

The question is what would be the catalyst for a market correction and how severe could it be? On 
the positive side, we can see signs of continued and sustainable improvements in global growth. 
Central banks look likely to maintain ‘loose’ monetary policy with a view to supporting their respective 
economies. All this should provide a solid platform for equities and bonds. At the same time, we suspect 
many investors are holding cash while they wait to take advantage of any market dips which should 
also be supportive. So, while current market levels can be justified, the longer the bull-run continues the 
stronger the case becomes for a fall in markets.

Portfolio Activity for December 2017
The UK Equities Fund returned 2.0% compared with the FTSE All-Share benchmark return of 4.8%. 
Early in the month we added to our holding in iShares FTSE 100 exchange-traded fund (ETF) as the 
FTSE 100 Index fell, and then trimmed the holding when the index rallied. We increased the holding 
in Old Mutual UK Smaller Companies Focus to 3.5%, closer to our target level. The portfolio’s relatively 
cautious investment approach held back returns, as did its focus on smaller and medium companies. The 
portfolio’s best return came from iShares UK Dividend ETF, while holdings in actively managed funds 
were generally behind their passive counterparts.

Key Risks

• The value of an investment, and any 
income from it, can fall or rise. Investors 
may not get back the full amount they 
invest.

• Past performance is not a reliable 
indicator of future results.

• Performance is not guaranteed.

FP CAF UK Equity Fund A and D Class

UK Equity 

Fund Launch Date 12 Mar 2011

Fund Launch Price 100.00p

Minimum Investment £1,000

Minimum Top Up £1,000

Total Expense Ratio*  

A Class 1.13%

D Class 0.96%

ISIN Codes  

A Class Acc GB00B5LJ4860

A Class Inc GB00B5L5CV39

D Class Acc GB00BYRY2Y09

D Class Inc GB00BYRY2X91

Sedol Codes  

A Class Acc B5LJ486

A Class Inc B5L5CV3

D Class Acc BYRY2Y0

D Class Inc BYRY2X9

Fund Size £19.1m

Current Fund Price  

A Class Acc 184.54p

A Class Inc 159.99p

D Class Acc 115.86p

D Class Inc 111.77p

*TER as at 30 April 2017. 



This is provided for information purposes only and is not indicative of the current portfolio structure. Totals are rounded from 
source data so tables may not add up exactly to 100%. The information in this document was captured on 31 December 2012 and 
therefore may not be current.

Issued by Octopus Investments Ltd

Charities information line: 

03000 123 222
www.cafonline.org/charityinvestments

CAF Charitable Trusts information line:

03000 123 028
www.cafonline.org/trustinvestments

Telephone calls may be monitored/recorded  
for security/training purposes and by calling  
you give your consent to this
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Important Information
For investors which are eligible charities only. Personal opinions may change and should not be seen as advice or a recommendation. We do not offer 
investment or tax advice. We recommend investors seek professional advice before deciding to invest. Further product information, including full details 
of charges and risks, is set out in the simplified prospectus which is available from www.cafonline.org. The full prospectus is available from Fund Partners 
Limited. This Fund is an authorised Investment Company with Variable Capital. The Authorised Corporate Director is Fund Partners Limited, registered office: 
Cedar House, 3 Cedar Park, Cobham Road, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 7SB. Issued by the appointed Investment Manager, Octopus Investments Limited, 
Registered office: 33 Holborn, London, EC1N 2HT. Registered in England and Wales No. 03942880. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority. We will record calls to help improve customer service. CAM06371 January 2018 

Performance Since Launch (%)

Cumulative Performance (%)  1m 3m 6m 1yr SL

FP CAF UK Equity - A Acc 1.98 4.28 4.45 11.78 84.54

FP CAF UK Equity - A Inc 1.98 4.28 4.46 11.78 84.94

FP CAF UK Equity - D Acc 2.00 4.32 4.54 11.97 15.86

FTSE All-Share TR 4.78 4.96 7.21 13.10 79.20

Discrete Yearly Performance (%)
  Q4 2016 Q4 2015 Q4 2014 Q4 2013 Q4 2012 
  Q4 2017 Q4 2016 Q4 2015 Q4 2014 Q4 2013

FP CAF UK Equity - A Acc 11.78 9.72 5.58 0.97 25.40

FP CAF UK Equity - A Inc 11.78 9.73 5.68 0.99 25.40

FP CAF UK Equity - D Acc 11.97 n/a n/a n/a n/a

FTSE All-Share TR 13.10 16.75 0.98 1.18 20.81

Source: Lipper and Octopus Investments. Returns are in sterling and are based on published dealing 
prices excluding any initial charges, with net income reinvested and net of all fund fees. Past 
performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The CAF UK Equity A Accumulation 
Units are used as a proxy for the returns of the CAF UK Equity A Income Units, with net income 
reinvested. The D Acc share class launched on 29 November 2016.

Asset Allocation (%) Top Five Holdings

 

n	Specialist 40.5

n	Core Active 34.5

n	Core Passive 22.7

n	Cash 2.3

 
Source: Octopus Investments. The information in this document was captured on 31 December 2017 
and therefore may not be current. Data totals shown may not add up to 100% due to rounding. 
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JOHCM UK Dynamic

iShares FTSE 100

iShares FTSE UK Dividend Plus

Woodford Equity Income

FP CAF UK Equity Fund A and D Class

Octopus Fund Managers

Danial Azmayesh 
Danial began his investment career 
in 2007 as a derivatives trader before 
joining Octopus in 2008. He has 
experience in manager research and 
portfolio management and is a CFA 
Charterholder. 
dazmayesh@ocotopusinvestments.com

Bish Limbu 
Bish began his investment career in 
1994 and has extensive experience in 
manager research and portfolio/fund 
management, including previous roles 
at Bestinvest Brokers and Barclays 
Wealth. 
blimbu@ocotopusinvestments.com 

Simon Reynolds 
Simon began his investment career in 
1997 and has extensive experience in 
manager research and portfolio/fund 
management, having held roles at 
Mercer, AXA, Barclays Wealth and ipac 
(an Australian multi manager). 
sreynolds@octopusinvestments.com 
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